
SESSION 4 – TEACHING NOTES – Unicorn information reports
Monday 17th October 2022

Today’s Game – Inventing a type of unicorn – habitat and description
Warm up the imagination and get ideas buzzing with this creative starter
that prepares for the rest of the session. The challenge is to create a
‘type’ of unicorn, e.g. ‘a storm unicorn’ or a ‘lesser spotted unicorn’.
Then invent creative sentences about where it lives and sentences of
three that provide more information about their chosen variety of
unicorn. In this activity, we will think about dressing up the information
by using well-chosen adjectives and images/ similes. Display the 2
sentences below so the children have the model they need to play the
game. Compare these sentences and think about which builds a more
powerful picture and grabs your attention… and why?

The ocean unicorn has big wings, bright eyes and sharp hooves.

The storm unicorn has leathery wings, diamond eyes and jagged
hooves.
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The use of well-chosen and surprising adjectives often creates a more
powerful picture. This is about ‘dressing up’ information or description
for the reader. The challenge is to create 3 expanded noun phrases that
describe what different parts of a unicorn look like and put these into a
‘sentence of three’. Here is another example that follows the same
pattern:

The snow unicorn has an albino mane, crystal hooves and a silver tail
that scatters snow-stars.

You can describe: the wings, hair, mane, horn, ears, eyes, teeth,
jaws/mouth, nostrils, legs or hooves.

To play the game:

Partner A invents a type of unicorn and says where it lives, e.g. The sun
unicorn lives on the edge of volcanoes.

Partner B describes the unicorn in a sentence of 3, e.g. The sun unicorn
has spotted wings, tiny legs and opal eyes.

Swap roles at half-time.

The Objective – to create a variety of descriptive and imaginative
sentences, using set patterns that uses a list of three expanded noun
phases.

Padlet – children have a few minutes to complete one or more ‘post it
notes’. The challenge is to create a ‘type’ of unicorn, e.g. ‘a storm
unicorn’ or a ‘lesser spotted unicorn’. Your sentence should include the
following (please display or have in the books the following so that
children can clearly see what has to be included as well as the sentence
pattern with the relative clause embedded):

● Name the type of unicorn - The storm unicorn
● Drop in a fact about the unicorn - which breathes lightning
● It’s habitat – lives in clouds.
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Use this sentence pattern, dropping the information to the sentence,
using commas either side of the dropped in information:

The storm unicorn, which breathes lightning, lives in clouds.

The phrase ‘which breathes lightning’ is telling the reader more about
the subject of the sentence, the storm unicorn. We call the dropped in
piece of information a ‘relative clause’ as the information ‘relates’ to the
subject. Relative clauses use ‘who’, ‘which’ or ‘that’ to tell us more about
the preceding noun phrase. Here are some examples:

The Forest Pegasus, which is a leaf-green colour, lives in forests, woods
and hedgerows.

The River Flying Horse, which has webbed hooves, lives under riverbanks
or close to lakes and ponds.

The common town unicorn, which eats rotten leftovers, lives in most
town and city areas often hiding in dumpsters and garbage sites.

The miniature spotted winged horse, which can change its colour like a
chameleon, hides in supermarkets where it can easily access food.

The Chinese Tianma, which breathes out fog when threatened, is found
in clouds and swampy areas.

The Objective – to write information sentences about habitat adding
extra information into the sentence by using a relative clause.

Children’s Audio – discuss most effective images, ideas or turn of phrase
and discuss why a reading worked.
The Objective – to listen attentively, enjoy and reflect on what makes
good writing and performance.
Jotcast activity – dressing up unicorn Information

This is aimed at developing information ‘report’ writing about unicorns
further, using a range of adverbials and generalisers. Pie will read aloud a
model text and the children use key adverbials and sentence starters to
write information about their chosen type of dragon. Please provide the
grids below in the children’s books or have it available as a handout.
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Encourage the children to listen to any advice that Pie gives during this
session and to act on it. It might be worth jotting any useful writing tips
down.
Objective – writing information sentences, using generalisers and
adverbials.

Would you…

Like most…., they have…

The main feature of this…

They have the ability to…

Amazingly, they can…

This is why….

Up close, you can see…

Generally, ….

The large majority of….

However, a rare minority….
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Gallery Challenge – Design your final spread using illustration:
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Blogging Activity – Writing an information report– the final model text
below provides an example of a non-chronological report about a Forest
Pegasus.

Objective – learning to write information, using an overall structure and
adverbials to organize and provide coherence as well as bringing specific
detail alive by ‘dressing up’ information.

Type of Writing –  information report.
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The Water Pegasus

The Water Pegasus, which is a rare type of flying horse, is found near
coastlines. Every weekend, unicornologists gather on cliffs and remote
beaches to find out more about these beautiful creatures. During recent
lockdown periods, these winged horses have become bold and travelled
inland and up rivers. To the delight of many citizens, the Water Pegasus
has now been seen in parks taking advantage of empty boating pools
and outdoor swimming pools. However, not much is known about the
Water Pegasus.

Would you be able to recognise a Water Pegasus if you saw one? Like
most winged horses, they have a flowing mane, long tail and powerful
wings. The main feature of this fantastic creature is its extraordinary
wings which are webbed. They have the ability to fly, swim and sing.
Amazingly, they have gills like fish so that they can breathe underwater.
This is why they have often been referred to as ‘dolphins of the sky’. Up
close, you can see their pointed ears, flared nostrils and very bright
green eyes. Generally, they are an amazing blue-green colour which
means that they are hard to see when swimming but do stand out when
flying. The majority have scales under their fur which keep them warm in
the water and when flying at an altitude. However, a rare minority are
completely covered in golden scales which glimmer in the sunlight.

The Water Pegasus, which lives on coastlines and cliff areas, needs to be
close to water. They make their nests
out of driftwood and can be seen in
rocky places where they rear their
young. The nests are hidden on cliffs
which means that they are hard to find.
Water Pegasi must live near water
otherwise their bodies run the risk of
overheating. They like to wander up and
down deserted beaches, drinking from
saltwater pools and foraging for rare
gemstones that may have been washed
ashore. They love flying over the sea
where they dip and dive, alongside
marine birds.
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These shy and wonderful winged horses feed off seaweed which they
find on the shoreline as well as plankton and other small fish. They are
especially fond of cloudberries but if they eat too many run the risk of
turning a strange custard-yellow colour! They can live for long periods of
time without feeding. In this way, Pegasi have often been likened to the
Flying Camel which can exist for days without drinking as they store
water in their humps. The Pegasus, which is able to store food as a layer
of fat under its scales, can last for weeks without eating. This enables it
to make long sea journeys to other lands.

To relax, the Water Pegasus collects gemstones and they make
collections which are hidden on cliff faces and in rocky caves. These
treasure stores have in the past been mistaken for the lair of a dragon
and this has led to the Water Pegasus being hunted. Adult Water Pegasi
enjoy stretching their wings and rising higher and higher on warm
thermals. They can be seen floating in the sky, spiraling up and up. At
night, they sing like an ethereal choir.

The Water Pegasus, which is a gentle creature, is generally shy but
fun-loving. They are easily interested in anything that glitters! They will
only become aggressive if they fear that their young are in danger. Of
course, their gentle nature can make them easy prey to predators, such
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as unicorn hunters who have been known to slaughter these wonderful
animals, mistaking them for their horned relatives, the Sea Unicorn.

Many people believe that the Water Pegasus can grant magical wishes
but this has yet to be proved. If you believe that one is living in the local
area, it is probably best to keep this as a secret. They enjoy being fed
seaweed by hand if you have gained their trust. Remember though,
these are wild creatures so do not try to ride on them as they resent
such an intrusion! Let’s keep these graceful creatures safe for future
generations.

© Pie Corbett 2021

Adverbs to
interest the
reader

Generalisers Change of
direction

Adverbs to
interest the
reader

Additionally, Generally, However, Amazingly,

Also, Most/many… Contrary to
popular belief,

Surprisingly,

Furthermore, Some/A few… On the other
hand,

Interestingly,

Moreover, Several … Perhaps, Weirdly,

In addition, The majority… Unfortunately, Curiously,

It is thought
that…

The minority… Despite…. , Similarly,

Many people
believe that…

Almost all… Alternatively, Unusually,
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Audio Challenge – If children want to record their own blog ensure that
they have read it aloud a number of times. They should read it slowly
and clearly with expression. This could be worked on in pairs or threes so
that children can develop their performance.

Please do not duplicate to pass on, sell or upload these notes on the
internet. This is for your use in your classroom.  © Pie Corbett 2020
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Appendices

a. Simple model text titled ‘Unicorns’, ideal for oral learning and
mapping.

b. Boxed up planner that includes space for the children to add in
their own ideas for different paragraphs/ sections.

c. Model instruction text, ‘How to look after a pet unicorn’.
d. Passport example and passport form for children to complete.
e. Draw and label your invented unicorn using expanded noun

phrases and similes – like/as.
f. Model opening of a story ‘Meeting a Unicorn’ – children read,

discuss, analyse and write their own opening in which a character
meets a unicorn.

g. Two more model texts at different levels of sophistication – Storm
Unicorn and Frost Unicorn.

h. Teaching notes for the two texts.
i. Activity – writing magical unicorn wishes.
j. Activity – six things a unicorn can do.
k. Double Unicorn spreads sourced from twitter.
l. Finally, I have included a piece of independent writing, completed

at the end of a unit of work by Imi- her plan and writing completed
in 45 minutes.

m. Crystal Unicorn by Charlie, year 5 from previous TeachingLive.
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Unicorns

A unicorn is a type of horse with a horn.

Most unicorns look the same. They have the body of a horse, tremendous
wings and a long horn. The unicorn’s horn sticks out from the middle of its
head. It has a sharp point and is usually a spiral shape. Most unicorns are a pure
white. However, some red and black unicorns have been seen.

Unicorns, which are shy creatures,
usually live in forests. However, they
are very shy and like to hide in the
trees so that they cannot be seen. In
the daytime, they keep well hidden
but as the sun goes down and at
dawn, they move around.

Unicorns, which are related to horses,
mainly feed on grass and drink water.
If you want to see a unicorn, you
could hide by a pool where you have
seen a unicorn’s hoof-prints! You can
also feed unicorns with apples and
carrots. Some unicorns like to search
the woods for nuts and tasty roots.

Unicorns are best known for the
magic contained in their horns. If you
meet a unicorn, it will probably tell
you that it is the last one left on

earth. Hopefully, this will not be true!
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Structure of  information text Plan your ideas using bullet points

Type of creature

Opening hook – to make the
reader interested in finding out
more. Fascinating fact for
interest

● …
● …

Habitat
Information about the area the
creature lives in

● …
● …

Appearance
Information about what the
creature looks like

● …
● …

Diet
Information about what the
creature eats

● …
● …
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Behaviour
Information about what the
creature does

● …
● …

Ending – involving the reader ● …
● …
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How to Look after a Pet Unicorn

Have you just been given a pet unicorn to look after? Are you
wondering how on earth you will manage to take good care of
such a precious creature? Fear not. Read these instructions and
you will be able to enjoy your pet and have the pleasure of
watching it develop healthily.

What you need: living quarters, a soft blanket, shade, water bowl
and edible flowers, grass and leaves, plenty of kindness.

What to do:

1. Create an enclosed space where your pet will be happy but
cannot escape and get into danger.

2. Provide a soft blanket for your unicorn to sleep on and make
sure there is a shaded, leafy area.

3. Provide regular water in case of thirst as well as fresh leaves,
grass and edible flowers as a basic diet. The also love
sunflowers.

4. Talk to your unicorn and stroke it gently as they like nothing
more than human contact.

5. Exercise your pet daily by taking it outside to trot around.
However, be very careful that there are no dogs or cats around
that might frighten a baby unicorn.

6. Unicorns like music so sing to your pet and play the radio
quietly. If you are lucky, your pet may dance!

Unicorns make wonderful pets but eventually will outgrow any
house. You will have to release your pet into the wild. This will
be a sad day but if you have treated it well then it will return.
Unicorns are faithful to those who treat them kindly.
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Unicorn Passport

Name: Irana

Gender: Female

Breed: Sunshine Unicorn

Age: 600 years old

Height: twenty hands tall and 30 footsteps long

Address: Hedge End, The Forest Of Eternity, The Edge of the city of
Lontown

Distinguishing Marks: White hair, moon-shaped freckle on right cheek,
scarlet horn, stars on her tail, silver hooves and a hidden pair of crimson,
velvet wings

Colour of mane: butter-yellow

Favourite Food: Vegetarian – green leaves from Oceana trees, petals of
sunflowers and daffodils, sweet carrots and pineapples.

Abilities: Can fly, talks using telepathy, can foresee the future and
mind-read as well as granting kind people 3 wishes

Personality: shy, kind and easily scared so rarely seen

Hobbies: enjoys flying at low altitude over rivers, lakes and oceans,
visiting cityscapes and mountain passes

Travel companions for adventures: elves, dwarves and friendly dragons
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Likes to collect:  Moon-dust, star-songs and mythical stories from distant
planets.

Favourite Book:  The Lion, The Witch and the Unicorn

Enemies: Dread-wolves, trolls (of course) and Mirror-crows
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Draw your unicorn and label different features and details, using
well-chosen adjectives and similes.
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Meeting a Unicorn

It was dark. The garden stretched for miles in all directions. Poppy
walked calmly across the neatly-edged lawns, past moss-clad statues and
glittering fountains that just caught the moonlight. Everything seemed
perfect, watered and maintained by the mechanical gardeners who even
now were tending to the flowerbeds. High above, stars freckled the
darkness.

Poppy slipped into the maze and soon was quite out of sight. Now she
could only hear the slight squeak and creak of a mechanical at work. No
one and nothing could see her as she ran through the paths that had
taken so long to map out. Exactly a minute later, she reached the centre
where she stopped, pressed herself into a hedge and waited.

A fountain played into a small pool that held the reflection of the silver
moon and golden stars. It was here that she had been told to wait. Sure
enough, at midnight, a distant bell rang. Poppy tried to squeeze herself
into the shadows as something moved, something ghost-white that cast
the strangest of glimmering shadows. She stifled a gasp as the unicorn
appeared.

The storm unicorn

The Storm Unicorn is a type of unicorn that has become very rare.

A Storm Unicorn has the body of a horse and a long horn. The horn is
usually a spiral shape and sticks out from the middle of its head. Most
are a beautiful ebony colour with flashes of gold and silver that look like
lightning. As a Storm Unicorn moves, it sends out showers of tiny,
electric splinters.

Like the Common Unicorn, the Storm Unicorn lives in forests. They are
very shy and therefore are not often seen. During the daytime, they
sleep under bushes or curled up amongst ferns. At night, the Storm
Unicorn emerges and, if you are lucky, can be seen by moonlit pools.
They are easy to detect because they make a low rumbling sound as they
breathe.

Storm Unicorns have a fairly limited diet. In the main, they live on leaves,
grass and other forms of vegetation. However, they can also be tempted
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with apples. Additionally, some like to eat nuts. Be careful when you are
near a Storm Unicorn because their bodies can give off an electric shock!

Unfortunately, because Storm Unicorns have magic in their horns, this
has meant that they have been hunted almost to extinction. Their horns
are ground down to a paste that can then be used to enchant even the
cruellest of tyrants. Over the years, so many Storm Unicorns have been
killed that they have learned to stay away from mankind.

The last known sighting of a Storm Unicorn was in 1673 by a man called
Dr Dapper who claimed that he saw one whilst walking in the woods.
The most amazing thing about Storm Unicorns is that if you meet one, it
can bring you great luck. For this reason, many people still hope to catch
a glimpse of this most beautiful and fiery creature.

The Frost Unicorn.

There are many different breeds of unicorn and one of the most intriguing is the
Frost Unicorn. Very little is known about this variety because it camouflages itself
so well that it is rarely ever seen.

Would you be able to recognise a Frost Unicorn if you saw one? In fact, they are
very similar to the large majority of unicorns. Like most unicorns, they have a long
horn, the body of a horse and excellent eyesight. Typically, they are an amazing
white colour which glitters as their hair catches the sunlight. However, a few have
been spotted which are a light green colour. This allows them to blend in amongst
forest vegetation. Furthermore, they have amazing teeth made of diamonds and
their tails consist of icy, silver hair. The main feature of the Frost Unicorn is that it
freezes anything that it touches. Amazingly, they scatter flakes of snow as they
move along.

No one actually knows where Frost unicorns live during the summer months. It is
thought that they hibernate in the North Pole, possibly buried beneath ice caps.
However, in the Winter they can be seen hiding in forests. If you wish to see a Frost
Unicorn, then you should wait by a moonlit pool when the snow is falling. However,
you will need to keep quite still and be patient. Remember to take some icicles with
you as Frost Unicorns love to lick ice as it keeps their body temperature stable.

Are Frost unicorns dangerous? Many people believe that they are because they
have the ability to enchant anyone who sees them. Children and adults have
disappeared after seeing a Frost Unicorn and it is believed that they have been
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tempted into riding a Unicorn. Unfortunately, if you touch a Frost Unicorn, you run
the risk of being turned to ice! So, anyone curious enough to track a Frost Unicorn
should be very careful.

Teaching notes for writing a Non-chronological Report about Unicorns

Introducing the Topic.

Every child loves unicorns. They fascinate children. It can be helpful to
work on imaginative animals before moving to 2riting about real ones.
You could begin your unit of work on non-chronological reports by
writing about unicorns or dragons. Once the children have become
familiar with the rhythm and flow of language then you could move onto
writing about different animals.

Working with the texts.

You could begin by finding out as much as possible about Unicorns. The
internet is a great source though be careful to check any websites that
you are using. You could start by drawing a text map and learning the
‘Storm Unicorn’ orally. Carry out various activities to help the children
internalise the language patterns and information:

● Pretend you are an interviewer on ‘Unicorn Watch’. Interview an
expert about the Storm Unicorn.

● Role-play a presentation about the Storm unicorn.
● Present the information pictorially – draw the unicorn and label it.

Work with the children to develop ‘the ingredients for writing a report’.
Use the list as a guide for the class shared writing, the children’s own
writing and evaluation. They will notice such key points as:

● Use a clear title so the reader knows what the report is all about.
● Organise the information into sections.
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● Start paragraphs with either a sub heading or a ‘topic sentence’. A
topic sentence tells the reader what the paragraph is about, e.g.
Unicorns have a varied diet.

● Use connectives to add in extra information, e.g. also,
furthermore, moreover, additionally.

● Use ‘generalisers’ to enable you to talk about the subject in
general, e.g. some, most, many a few, the majority, these tend to,
etc.

● Use adverb ‘starters’ to highlight how the reader might feel when
reading the information, e.g. amazingly, curiously, weirdly,
fantastically, etc.

● Try using questions to hook the reader’s interest, e.g. ‘would you
recognise an ogre if one came calling?’

Look at both texts and work out how the writing might be organised by
‘boxing the text up’, e.g.

Opening –introduce the reader to the subject of the report - what is
it/definition.
Description - What it looks like.
Habitat – where it lives.
Diet – what it eats.
Intrigue the reader - Most amazing thing.
End – save up a final point or fact.

Unicorn Wishes

All unicorns have the ability to grant wishes once a year. They are able to
do this on New Year’s Eve as long as there is a full moon. Here are some
impossible and magical wishes that different people have made. Add
more wishes of your own. Think of impossible things you could do and
extend the ideas.
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I wish I could tap dance my way across the Grand Canyon on a high wire
made of silk.
I wish I could control the weather and create thunderstorms with
lightning like golden anacondas.
I wish I could jump over the Eifel Tower and leapfrog Everest.

Wish 1 –

Wish 2 –

Wish 3 –

Wish 4 –

Wish 5 –

Wish 6 –

Six things a unicorn can do

Unicorns have special abilities. What 6 amazing things can a storm
unicorn do? Think about how a storm unicorn might behave. Try to make
the storm unicorn very different to the more friendly frost unicorn.  Here
is a list of 6 things that frost unicorns do.

Six things frost unicorns can do

1. Create snowstorms to hide themselves from predators.
2. Grant a single wish to worthy humans.
3. Freeze anyone who is a threat and touches them.
4. See many miles into the distance with clarity.
5. Fly above the clouds at great speed.
6. Send thought-waves into the minds of trusted humans.
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Six things a storm unicorn can do

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Imi’s Independent Application
Innovations are, of course, very scaffolded.  A unit generally ends with an
independent piece of planning and writing. In this example, Imi
demonstrates what she has learned. With a time limit of 45 minutes, Imi
plans and writes an information report about The Stardust Unicorn.
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Please do not duplicate to pass on, sell or upload these notes on the
internet. This is for your use in your classroom.  © Pie Corbett 2021
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Crystal Unicorns
Crystal unicorns have been sighted all over
Canada and Iceland. These magical creatures
cannot get over-heated, otherwise they are sure to
die. This special species is on the brink of
extinction due to climate change. Most crystal
unicorns migrate to colder countries during the
dry seasons. Crystal unicorns love to fly against
the cool breeze to keep cool. They are an
extremely rare flying horse which does not like
being spotted.

Crystal unicorns have sparkly gold glittery hooves
and a horn. They also have fluffy blue 2.5 metre
long wings, iridescent skin
that has crystal shards
scattered all over its body.
Cyan blue, jagged spikes
can also be found on both
sides of its body. Their tail
and mane are a
pearlescent colour, this
makes their hair look very
shiny. Their teeth are
made out of solid gold
which can bite through
any surface including
bedrock.

Crystal unicorns live in a large variety of places
including sugar cane forests, crystal caverns
and magic chocolate crystal caves. These places
have to contain lush green trees, food, fresh water
and a cold environment. Curiously, they live in
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groups of 3 and if the male dies the female leaves
its child and goes off to find a new husband.
Intriguingly, crystal unicorns are at the top of the
food chain out of all unicorns and felines.

Interestingly, crystal unicorns eat small animal like
ferrets, cats, bunnies, squirrels and birds. They
also eat smaller unicorns which they will stun with
their horn and then eat them alive. A majority of
crystal unicorns eat icicles, snowflakes and the
finest crystals. The only thing they will drink is
water from rare crystal lakes. This magical drink
keeps them alive.

Amazingly, Crystal Unicorns like icicles to calm
down; they also like to catch frost in their mouths
as it falls from the sky. They are a very thirsty type
of unicorn, which is very shy. They have white fur
so they can camouflage into icy landscapes. This
type of unicorn is very feisty, so if you ever run
into one of these magical beasts, leave it alone and
don’t make eye contact as they are not good pets.

by Charlie - “The Emporium” Year 5-Belmont
Community Primary School
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